In this pilot investigation, precise optical positions in the FK5 system are presented for a set of 16 compact extragalactic radio sources, which will be part of the future radio-optical reference frame. The 0.9 m KPNO and CTIO telescopes equipped with 2K CCD's have been used for this project. The
Introduction
This paper is part of a series of papers describing the construction and maintenance of a quasi-inertial reference frame in both the radio and optical domain.
Extensive work on the radio reference frame has been accomplished in the last 5 years and published in a series of papers I-VII (see Johnston et al. 1995 for further details). A rigorous global new reduction of all then applicable Mark III VLBI radio observations has been used to construct a radio reference frame of 560 sources from first principles . Based on these results a list of defining and candidate sources has been provided to the IAU Working Group on Reference Frames (IAU, 1995) . While a dense radio frame with an accuracy level of 1 milliarcsecond (mas) for most of the source positions is now in place, optical observations on a 30-50 mas level are available for only a fraction of these sources.
Previous results already have shown the deficiencies of the currently used optical FK5/J2000 reference frame, with deviations from a uniform inertial reference system as large as ≈ 200 mas at the current epoch. The Hipparcos astrometry satellite mission will soon provide a new optical system on the 2 mas level at the Hipparcos mean epoch (≈ 1991.5) , and 2 mas/year in proper motion error, but this instrumental system must be linked to the radio system to become quasi-inertial. Most of the primary optical reference objects (stars) are bright, both in the FK5 (3 to 6 mag) and the Hipparcos (5 to 9 mag) catalogs, while the optical counterparts of the extragalactic sources are optically faint (the majority in the range 17 to 21 mag).
Due to the relatively low quantum efficiency of photographic astrometry, which requires long exposure times on large telescopes in good seeing, progress in the optical observations has been slow. The use of CCD detectors has dramatically improved this situation, because they allow smaller telescopes which have greater availability and more objects can be observed due to much shorter exposure times. Not until recently has the fieldsize of CCD's became large enough to contain a sufficient number of reference stars for precise astrometry. This paper outlines the reduction procedure in detail and gives results for a representative subset of the observed sources. It is a pilot investigation to assess the astrometric properties of these telescopes and the capabilities of this technique. The first successful attempt to use CCD's for this project has been made earlier (de Vegt et al. 1987) , although it was severely limited by the lack of reference stars in a tiny 2' by 3' field of view.
In Section 2 we discuss the telescopes, CCD's and observations and in Section 3 the reference star data. Section 4 describes the reduction procedure, while results are presented in Section 5. An accuracy estimate of the procedure and comparison with other investigations is made in Section 6.
OBSERVATIONS

The Telescopes
The 0.9 m (36 in) Kitt Peak National Observatory (KPNO) telescope is a RitcheyChrétien system with an additional 2-element field corrector about 250 mm before the focal plane. This gives a large (≈ 1 deg) flat field of view, which also gives the offaxis guide scope good image quality. Frequent focus measurements and the use of the correlation between focus setting and telescope temperature ensured optimal image quality for all object frames.
The image quality at the KPNO instrument was found to be uniformly good over the entire field of the CCD.
The 0.9 m (36 in) Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory (CTIO) telescope is a cassegrain system without a field corrector. At the edge of the CCD frame optical aberrations are visible and it is difficult to achieve a well focused CCD frame with round images over most of the chip area due to instabilities in the mirror-supporting structure.
We also had occasional guiding problems. On the positive side the longer focal length of the CTIO 0.9 m with its better sampling, makes it more suitable for structure analysis of the objects than the KPNO 0.9 m. Getting enough reference stars for the astrometric link was found to be the bottleneck with the CTIO 0.9 m.
Properties of both telescopes and the CCD's used are summarized in Table 1 .
The Data Acquisition System
Both telescopes use the same type of Tektronix 2K CCD chip, with square pixels of size 24 µm and a filling factor of 100%, with a different camera controller. For good astrometric results, a large S/N ratio is required, whereas an optimized digitization at the background level is of minor importance. In order to cover the large magnitude range between the reference stars and the extragalactic sources, a large gain of 8.2 was chosen for the KPNO instrument to utilize the full dynamic range, including the full well capacity of the chip.
For the CTIO camera, a gain of 3.3 was sufficient because of the larger digitization range (16 bit) available with that camera controller.
The readout time for the KPNO instrument was well over 2 minutes. The new ARCON controller at CTIO allowed a faster readout of the full frame in about 70 seconds with two readout amplifiers.
All frames have been taken in a red spectral bandpass. A Gunn r filter was used for the long exposure frames to record the extragalactic objects. For each object, additional short exposure frames have been taken in order to get unsaturated images of the reference stars (12 to 14 mag). With the KPNO 0.9 m, most of these short exposure frames have been taken with a narrow (FWHM = 12 nm) filter centered near Hα. The better sampling of the CTIO instrument allowed the use of the same Gunn r filter for the short exposure frames because the flux of the secondary reference stars was spread out over more pixels, thus avoiding saturation.
The IRAF software system was used for the data acquisition at both sites.
Observation Procedure
A summary of the observing runs is presented in Table 2 . Between April and October 1994 the dome seeing was improved at the 0.9 m KPNO telescope. In the first observing run at each site many calibration and test frames were obtained in order to evaluate the astrometric quality and possible systematic errors of the instrumentation, as well as to determine the best observing strategy.
The second runs at each telescope were pure production runs, taking at least 2 long and 2 short exposure frames per field. Depending on the brightness of the sources, an exposure time of 200 to 900 seconds was used for the deep frames and 40 to 120 seconds for the others. At the KPNO telescope a typical deep frame covers an astrometrically useable range of 14 to 20 m , while the short exposures cover 10.5 to 16.5 m . At CTIO the corresponding ranges are 13 to 20 m and 11 to 18 m . All frames were taken within 1 hour of the meridian and at least 30 deg away from the Moon.
In fields of high galactic latitude the density of the secondary reference stars are usually not sufficient for a good astrometric reduction. In those cases a mosaic of short exposures (2 x 2 frames), centered on the object and shifted by 500" in x and y were obtained at KPNO. The overlap of 41% in area allows a rigid tie to the central frames and the area covered for potential reference stars was increased by a factor of 2.5. Because of the much smaller useable field size of the CTIO 0.9 m, a similar 2 x 2 mosaic with shifts of 240" in x and y were obtained for all fields at that telescope. This is an overlap of 50% by area.
A few additional calibration fields were taken with at least a 3 x 3 set of frames of 2-3 minutes exposure time. On some nights, additional sets of short exposure (10, 20, 40 seconds) frames were obtained in order to investigate the limits set by atmospheric turbulence on astrometric accuracy. Results will be published elsewhere (Zacharias 1996) .
It was necessary to have two observers present, in order to obtain online quality control.
On each deep frame, the object was identified and radial profile and contour maps were generated. A few objects were found to be optical doubles on the 2 to 7 arcsecond level, most likely due to foreground stars. Depending on the seeing, these objects were skipped or the exposure time was adjusted, if required. All frames were checked for focus and overall image quality. The short exposures in addition were checked for saturation of the reference star images and the exposure time was adjusted accordingly.
Reference Stars
The currently used primary reference system is the IRS (International Reference Stars), (Corbin & Urban 1990 , Corbin & Warren 1991 . The IRS gives positions and proper motions in the FK5/J2000 system for approximately 36,000 stars in the magnitude range of V ≈ 6 to 9, nearly uniformly distributed on the sky.
Nearly all radio source fields from our candidate list order to obtain diffraction images of bright stars for high precision position measurements.
The range of magnitudes covered is V ≈ 5 to 14 in 15-minute exposures on microflat 103aG
emulsion. Both instruments have 2 meter focal length, corresponding to a plate scale of about 100"/mm.
All IRS and Hipparcos Input Catalog (HIC) stars (Turon et al. 1992 ) have been measured on these plates together with all faint stars to the plate limit in an area of 1 deg ×1 deg centered on the radio source position. These stars in the magnitude range of V ≈ 11 to 14 serve as secondary reference stars for the reduction of the CCD frames.
In addition, the 0.5 m Lick Carnegie Astrograph (LA) was used to provide a denser net of secondary reference stars in selected fields. The LA has a field size of ≈ 3 deg ×3 deg on 240 mm × 240 mm plates but a limiting magnitude of V ≈ 15.5 in 30-minute exposures with a plate scale of 55"/mm. For many fields on the southern hemisphere, plates from the ESO Schmidt telescope are available, which often show measurable images of the radio sources. All Schmidt plates provide at least a set of tertiary reference stars in the magnitude range of R ≈ 14 to 18. Measuring of all those plates is in progress at Hamburg Observatory with the HAM-I machine (Winter et al. 1992 , Winter 1994 , Zacharias et al. 1994 ). An accuracy of ≈ 0.8 µm per coordinate is obtained for the measurement of a single image on a good astrograph plate.
For the present pilot study only a subset of CCD observations were used to obtain positions of the optical counterparts of the extragalactic sources. A publication for all fields is in progress and will be based on the Hipparcos catalog.
Ultimately all CCD frames of the 0.9 m telescopes depend entirely on the astrograph observations, which provide the high precision secondary reference star positions. The Guide Star Catalog (GSC) is not precise enough for this project and results from CCD transit circle instruments are premature at the moment. The future Tycho catalog alone will not be dense enough to provide a good reduction of the current CCD observations.
Reduction Procedure
Calibration of Raw CCD Frames
The standard IRAF software package (version 2.10, NOAO, Univ. of Arizona, Tucson) was used for the initial reduction steps of the raw CCD data. About 20 bias frames were combined for a master Zero for each night. Most of the KPNO frames were calibrated with flatfields derived from a large number of object frames from a group of nights in which the dust grain pattern on the filter and dewar window remained constant. CCD frames taken with the narrow filter at KPNO and all CTIO frames were calibrated with twilight flats.
Pre-processing Statistics
Statistical information such as noise characteristics of the frame and full width half maximum (FWHM) values of the image profiles were obtained from all calibrated images using standard IRAF commands. An approximate pixel position and count rate of the extragalactic objects were obtained from radial profile fits, as well as relative position offsets for the short exposure frames. This information is read by our reduction programs for an automatic data handling of multiple frames and fields. Slightly saturated images of bright stars usually are of good astrometric quality as long as there is no bleeding into adjacent pixels. These images were kept, with caution, in the following reduction steps. Both program packages exclude significantly elongated images, mostly galaxies and various defects due to restrictions imposed on various image selection parameters.
Positions of radio sources presented in this paper are based exclusively on the circular gaussian 2-D fit, which proved to be the best option for astrometry. For optical doubles the same fit model was used either with the cut-out or with a fit-up procedure (Schramm 1988) or both. In the cut-out option all pixels containing the companion image are excluded from the profile fit observation equations (interactively selected). In the fit-up procedure the background level is raised to a higher value up to the maximum count rate from the companion within the used window. Bright companion star images were first fitted by these methods exclucing the image of the etragalactic source. The thus obtained image profile was subtracted from the original pixel data and finally the position of the extragalactic source determined. The allstar(DAOPHOT) procedure was used for comparison in some cases.
Comparison of x, y Data
Unique star numbers were assigned to all images of all stars of each field using our multi-step match program, based on position only. Coordinates were corrected for approximate third-order optical distortion, derived from a pilot investigation of a subset of the frames. Then all matches within a large search radius are recorded and the distribution of the coordinate differences of the matches in x and y are analyzed for a peak. Only the most likely identified matched images are used for a linear transformation using an unweighted least squares adjustment. Finally the transformed coordinates are compared to the reference coordinates and a position match with small tolerance is performed.
Optionally, all images identified as multiple on a few arcseconds level are rejected except for manual 'fine tuning' for some radio source images.
A transformation program was developed for comparing x, y data of all overlapping CCD frames of the same field. Various mapping models are available and the residuals can be analyzed and displayed with already existing software from the photographic plate reduction package. The transformation program was used for comparing x, y coordinates of the same CCD frame as obtained by different pixel fit algorithms, as well as to estimate field distortions and positional accuracy. Optionally, the obtained transformation parameters were applied to combine the x, y data of all frames of each field into a superframe, from which spherical coordinates could be derived.
Combining x, y Data
One option to derive positions from the combination of all CCD frames of a field is the traditional way of adjusting each individual CCD frame's x, y data to spherical coordinates (α, δ) by means of reference stars and then combining these to obtain (weighted) mean positions. This option is not likely to give best results here. The number of available reference stars is usually small. Also, the deep exposure frames have overexposed images of the reference stars and an iterative process involving tertiary reference stars' α, δ then is required, starting from the short exposure frames.
Combining the x, y data first is feasible without loss in accuracy due to the small field of view, the simple transformation geometry required here, and the large overlap in area of ≈ 40 to 100% for all our CCD frames of a field. Our software allows for a rigorous correction for refraction, but this effect was found to be negligible for our data.
A significant third-order optical distortion term was removed before the weighted least squares adjustment with a linear transformation model for overlapping frames. Weights were obtained from the precision of the image profile fits, which strongly depend on the magnitude of the stars. In addition a constant variance per frame was added to account for atmospheric effects, scaled by the inverse exposure time of the CCD frames. This approach allows using simultaneously more reference stars in a larger field of view in cases when mosaic CCD frames are available, and at the same time combines all measurable images of long and short exposure frames into a common system. Several pilot investigations were run to determine the most realistic mapping function of the telescopes (plate model). A linear plate model was finally adopted for routine processing with third-order optical distortion corrected prior to the adjustment.
External Comparisons
Field, as well as magnitude-dependent, systematic errors can be investigated externally by comparing α, δ coordinates obtained from our CCD frames with positions obtained from a different telescope. For some fields ESO (European Southern Observatory) Schmidt plates, Lick Astrograph plates or prime focus plates from other telescopes are available.
Due to the high precision of our CCD data a comparison with Schmidt plates only reveals systematic errors in those plates. Positions obtained from prime focus plates depend on the same secondary reference stars of that field already used for the CCD reductions.
Thus the Lick Astrograph offers the most promising external comparison. Plate measuring is in progess and results will be published in an upcoming paper. Here only a comparison between different KPNO and CTIO runs will be made.
A comparison of the optical positions with the quasi-error-free radio position can also reveal systematic errors. But our aim is to calibrate the optical data independently of that comparison in order to draw astrophysically significant conclusions.
Results
Because no photometric observations were obtained, all magnitudes in this paper are instrumental with the zeropoint adjusted to the mean photographic V magnitudes of the secondary reference stars.
Internal x, y Precision
In this section we will compare the astrometric performance of various image profile fit models used to obtain x, y coordinates from the pixel data of the CCD frames.
Initial tests with the 1-dimensional center of mass algorithm showed significantly larger errors in positions as compared to other algorithms and thus was not further investigated.
We compared the 1-dimensional gaussian fit (1DG) and the allstar point spread function fit (ALS) from the DAOPHOT/IRAF package, as well as the 2-dimensional circular gaussian fit (2DG) from our astrometric software package (SAAC).
All comparisons were made only with stars appearing on all lists of x, y coordinates obtained for the different profile fit models per frame, thus a unique limiting magnitude was used. All x, y data were corrected for third-order optical distortion by applying the same value for the distortion coefficient (D3) and the location of the optical axis on the frame (x 0 , y 0 ) to all frames prior to the transformation with a linear model.
For routine reduction of the CCD frames in order to derive positions of extragalactic sources, the 2-dimensional circular gaussian (2DG) was adopted as our standard fit model because of its superior performance with respect to random, as well as systematic, errors as will be explained in the following two subsections. The average position difference, as obtained by different profile fit models for the same pixel data, is on the order of 0.01 to 0.03 pixel, which is about 7 to 20 mas for the KPNO telescope. This is clearly a function of magnitude, increasing to the faint end. Figure 2 a) shows an example of the fit precision, σ f it , as a function of magnitude for the 2DG fit of the pixel data obtained at KPNO from a 300-second exposure CCD frame of the field 0906+015. The saturation limit for this frame is at ≈ 13.0 m . A best positional precision of 0.01 pixel is found for star images in the magnitude range from the saturation limit to 3 magnitudes below. For faint stars the fit precision decreases sharply. Outliers have been visually inspected on the CCD frame and only galaxies and close double stars have been found to cause significantly larger fit errors than the mean for that magnitude, providing a good method for detecting non-stellar images.
KPNO 0.9 m Telescope
Positions from multiple CCD frames of the same exposure time and the same field center were compared next. The standard error σ xy of such a frame-to-frame position transformation includes, besides the fit error σ f it , also errors introduced by the atmospheric Positions obtained for the brighter stars have been found to be less dependent on the profile fit algorithm used than those obtained for fainter stars. There was no systematic radial difference vs. radius found in any fit model comparisons of the same KPNO CCD frame.
The transformation of x, y coordinates of the frames with short exposure times show a larger sigma than those of long exposure times for all fit models (Table 3) because of the noise added by the atmosphere. In comparing the performance of the different fit models, the 2DG shows the smallest random errors for the KPNO frames. were found in the test field. The CTIO telescope has better sampling and with FWHM ≈ 3.8 px in this test field there is a sufficient large number of pixels for both algorithms to determine consistent positions over a dynamic range of almost 8 magnitudes.
CTIO 0.9 m Telescope
With the CTIO data the DAOPHOT allstar algorithm show small magnitudedependent systematic differences (≈ 10 mas/mag) as compared to the 2DG and 1DG fit results as well as ≈ 20 mas systematic differences as a function of position in the field, when used with a single average point spread function (PSF) for the entire field of view. Figure   4 shows an example for the radial difference (2DG-ALS) vs. radius in frame 57. Clearly visible slightly elongated images at the edges of many CTIO frames require field-dependent PSF's to be used in DAOPHOT in order to obtain better results. The difficulty is how to relate these PSF's to each other astrometrically in order to get x, y coordinates in a unique system for all stars in that frame on the 0.01 pixel level.
In the frame-to-frame comparison again the 2DG shows the best results as judged from the standard deviations of the transformations of the x, y data. The 1DG algorithm performs nearly as good as the 2DG in this respect, while the ALS is clearly inferior. the poorer image quality of the CTIO as compared to the KPNO telescope, with variable deviations from the circular symmetric gaussian image profile depending on the location in the field. Expressed in arcseconds, both telescopes perform to about the same level of precision due to the better scale of the CTIO telescope. Figure 3 b) shows a frame-to-frame comparison, σ x vs. magnitude; both frames have been exposed for 600 seconds. Again a limit of ≈ 5 mas in precision is reached for bright stars in a single exposure. The atmosphere seems to be the limiting factor.
Basic Mapping Model
In this chapter the appropriate mapping model between the measured x, y coordinates of the CCD frames and the corresponding standard coordinates (ξ, η) will be investigated.
In order to allow for possible differences in scale and non-orthogonality of the axis a full linear transformation was adopted as our basic model. With orthogonal and non-orthogonal terms separated we have
Optical Distortion Coefficient
A third-order optical distortion term (D3) was determined from x, y data of mosaic frames. A conventional plate adjustment (CPA) of even a field with many (≈ 20) reference stars revealed no significant D3 term. The mean error on the D3 term is approximately 1.0 × 10 −9 "/" 3 . In order to obtain a reliable value for the D3 term a procedure similar to that of the AGK 2 catalog project (Schorr & Kohlschütter, 1951) with x 1 , y 1 and x 2 , y 2 being the measured coordinates with respect to the center of distortion on frame 1 and frame 2 respecively and r 2 i = x 2 i + y 2 i , i = 1, 2. This algorithm assumes a common distortion term D3 for both frames, which is very realistic for frames taken shortly after each other with the same instrument and roughly the same location in the sky. This assumption was verified by comparing results for D3 obtained from various frame pairs.
The mean values for D3 and their errors for both telescopes are given in Table   5 along with the maximal effect per coordinate on these 2K CCD's. The D3 term is highly significant and can be determined very precisely by this method. For convenience, conversion factors between the different units for quadratic and third-order terms in the CPA process are given in Table 6 .
Optical Distortion Center
A significant offset of the center of distortion (optical axis) with respect to the geometric center of the CCD frame of 250 ± 50 pixel was found for the CTIO telescope in observing run 4. A similar offset of ≈ 100 ± 70 pixel in another direction was found for the same telescope in observing run 3, while no such offsets were found for the KPNO telescope (observing runs 1,2). Figure 5 a) shows a vector plot of average differences (run 4 -run 3) of x, y data of field 0743-006 with optical distortion applied at the geometric frame centers prior to combining the x, y data of frames for each run. 
Tilt Terms
A difference in tangential points of two overlapping frames causes tilt terms (p,q) of the form (König, 1933) ∆ξ = px 2 + qxy ∆η = pxy + qy 2 Similar terms arise when individual frames are not perpendicular to the optical axis or the location of the tangential point is uncertain.
A maximum difference in the location of tangential points for overlapping mosaic frames of 10 arcminutes was used here. This results in p,q terms as large as 1.4 × 10 −8 "/"
2 (see Table 6 ). A maximum effect of ∆x ≈ ∆y ≈ 0.01 pixel ≤ 7 mas is thus predicted for the edge of the field of view, which is totally negligible. Even assuming a tilt of the CCD plane with respect to the focal plane of the telescope (e.g. due to misalignment of the CCD camera) of 1 • results in a maximum effect of 0.06 pixel at the edge of the CCD frame, which would have little effect on the CPA results.
As expected, no significant p,q terms were found neither in the x, y transformation of overlapping plates, nor in the CPA of selected fields. A CPA with typical secondary reference stars is about a factor of 100 less sensitive to detect p,q terms as is the x, y data transformation of overlapping frames.
External Calibration
Both instruments show field-dependent systematic errors of the order of ≈ 20 mas after applying the basic mapping model including third-order optical distortion (see e.g. Figure 5b ).
Unfortunately, presently no external calibration with respect to a precise reference star catalog can be made. Plates were taken at the Lick Astrograph with very small epoch difference (2 months) from some CCD observing runs. When Hipparcos results will become available, a position catalog to ≈ 30 mas precision for individual stars in an area of a few square degrees and down to 15th magnitude can be constructed for these external calibrations of our CCD data. A rigorous calibration of these FDP's (field distortion patterns) will then be possible, similar to the procedure used in photographic astrometry (Zacharias, 1995) .
Optical Positions of Reference Frame Sources
Here we present position results for 16 sources, selected as a representative subset of all optical counterparts on the current list of candidates (> 400 sources) for the extragalactic radio-optical reference frame. The sources were selected from all 4 CCD observing runs, sampling all areas in the sky as well as a wide range in magnitudes. Problematic cases, e.g.
close doubles and sparce fields were prefered in order to challenge the reduction technique.
Sources with multiple observations (different observing runs) as well as fields with more than one set of seconday reference stars were selected in order to obtain accuracy estimates by external comparisons. Table 7 gives a summary of the results. The positions are in the FK5/J2000 system as represented by the IRS catalog, and based on the 2-dimensional circular gaussian (2DG) fit model. The radio positions are taken from our radio reference frame ). The rms difference (radio-optical) is ≈ 100 mas for ∆α cos(δ) and ∆δ. Compared to the expected internal errors this only shows the "wobbles" of the current optical system and gives no insight into the accuracy of the CCD observations.
A reduction based on a Hipparcos intermediate solution was performed for the Hipparcos Working Group on Reference Link and shows an external error consistent with our error estimations. Detailed results will be published when the final Hipparcos catalog becomes available.
Remarks on Individual Sources
The following sources are optical doubles, most likely due to a foreground star. The images of both the extragalactic source and the companion are consistent with a stellar profile in all cases. No extended structure, e.g. of an underlying galaxy, was detected. All these sources are suitable for the radio-optical reference frame link, at least for now at the 30 mas level.
0153+744 is an optical double with a separation of ≈ 7 arcsec (10 pixel), which could be resolved without any problems.
0605-085 is an optical double with a flux of the companion 5 times brighter than the extragalactic source and a separation of 3 arcsec (4.5 px at KPNO, 7 px at CTIO). A subtraction of the image profile of the companion was required to obtain a position of the extragalactic source.
0607-157 is an optical double with a companion 2 times weaker than the extragalactic source with a separation of 4 arcsec (6 px at KPNO, 10 px at CTIO). The cut-out and fit-up procedures (see Section 4) allowed consistent image profile fits.
0743-006 is an optical double with a companion about a factor of 4 weaker than the extragalactic source and separated by 2.7 arcsec (6 px at CTIO). The fit-up and cut-out procedures with the 2DG fit gave consistent positions within 10 mas, while the allstar result was different by ≈ 30 mas. Figure 6 shows a contour plot of this source, obtained from a 200-second exposure CTIO CCD frame in 1.5 arcsec seeing (3.7 pixel FWHM).
1800+440 is an optical double (3 arcsec) which was successfully fitted with the allstar algorithm as well as with the 2DG with use of cut-out and fit-up procedures. A contour plot of this source has been shown elsewhere .
The large number of optical doubles (5 out of 16 sources) presented here is not representative for all observations. These objects were selected for this pilot investigation.
Comparison of Multiple Data Sets
The sources 0336-019, 0605-085, 0607-157 and 0743-006 have been observed in more than one observing run. The mean quadratic difference in positions of the same source (see Table 7 6. Discussion
Astrometric Properties of Both Telescopes
Based on the results of the previous section we estimate some individual random and systematic error contributions for observations made with both telescopes.
The error of a single x, y observation depends on the magnitude of the object. For faint objects the photon statistics limit the precision and the internal error obtained from the profile fit or the x, y transformation from frame to frame is a good estimate of the accuracy of the position. For bright objects the random errors are as low as ≈ 0.01 pixel and the systematic errors dominate. The astrometrically usable dynamic range depends on the pixel scale (positions for faint stars are getting worse when undersampled), as well as on the sky background level. Although most of our candidates are bright enough to be observed successfully within the full-Moon period, this has compromised the usable dynamic range, stressing the importance of the additional short exposure frames.
Depending on the magnitude of the extragalactic reference link sources, a typical value for the random error of an x, y coordinate of a single image on a CCD frame is σ xy ≈ 15 mas, but the range was found to be as large as 5 to 31 mas (see Table 7 ). Systematic errors as a function of magnitude are expected to be ≤ 10 mas over the magnitude range from secondary reference stars to extragalactic objects when using the appropriate profile fit model (2DG). Systematic errors as a function of location on the CCD frame are found on the ≈ 20 mas level, being larger far from the optical axis but negligible at the frame centers, where the image of the extragalactic object is usually located. These systematic errors will average out for different fields because of the different location of reference stars in each field. A more rigorous calibration of these FDP's is in progress which needs to be performed for each observing run separately, at least for the CTIO telescope.
Accuracy Estimate for the Link Procedure
In this section we will combine all estimates of individual error contributions for the optical observations of the reference frame link procedure based on counterparts of extragalactic radio sources. Special consideration is given to systematic errors in this multi-step procedure.
We will refer to step 1 as the primary optical reference system. Options considered here are the IRS and the future Hipparcos and Tycho catalogs. By step 2 we denote the secondary reference stars which usually are obtained photographically by wide-field
astrographs. An intermediate step 3 is sometimes taken with tertiary reference stars obtained either by Schmidt telesopes or CCD observations with wide fields. The last step is always the optical observation of the radio source counterpart itself, either photographically or with CCD.
All error estimates given here are approximate. The aim is to identify the largest error contribution, to compare the performance of different options and to find the limits of this approach to the radio-optical reference frame link procedure. All formulae and values to follow are for one coordinate.
As can be seen from the results in Table 7 , the standard error of unit weight σ CP A of the adjustment of CCD x, y to secondary reference star positions can be as low as ≈ 45 mas, indicating a sub-micrometer accuracy from a single astrograph plate. Values for σ CP A increase with epoch difference of the secondary reference star observations and the CCD observations. This is due to the unknown proper motions in the secondary reference star data. No systematic corrections (e.g. galactic rotation) were applied here.
Algorithm
First we will define some quantities to be used in the link of step i to step i + 1.
Let n i be the number of stars to be used as reference stars to link step i to step i + 1.
The random error of such a link star in step i we denote with σran i , and σsys i+1 is the systematic error for the link of step i to i + 1. Similarly, σxy i+1 is the precision (random error) of a single x, y observation for a link star in step i + 1, and m i+1 is the number of observations (exposures) for each link star in step i + 1.
The random error of a star position obtained in step i + 1 then is approximately
Because there is only a limited number of link stars with associated errors between the two steps, the link of the system of step i and i + 1 can not be made error-free. The uncertainty in the zeropoint offset, σz i+1 , between the coordinate systems in step i and i + 1 is approximately
Here σ CP A is the standard error of unit weight in the least-squares adjustment of combined x, y data of step i+1 to reference star data of step i. But these formulae hold only for the central area of a frame (plate) and for a simple (linear) mapping model. In addition, a factor larger than one is required for other cases, and a rigorous derivation is given by Eichhorn & Williams (1963) . Our zeropoint offset can be considered as a special case of the error contribution due to error progapation of the plate constants to field star positions.
Finally, the accuracy of a position of an extragalactic link source, σ Q , is approximately the rms sum of all zero point offsets from previous steps plus the systematic errors and the precision, σran Q , of all optical observations of the source itself
With systematic errors we mean here errors not averaging out with the number of stars used for the link of a single extragalactic source. It is assumed that such systematic errors (e.g. depending on magnitude for a particular plate) will be different for different extragalactic source fields and thus (at least partly) random when results for many sources are combined. Systematic errors inherent in this technique and not averaging out with different fields can't be investigated here. An external comparison with other methods for the extragalactic link procedure will be made in the future.
Accuracy Estimate for the Secondary Reference Star Positions
Here we will start out with 3 options for the primary optical reference system (step 1) and discuss 12 cases for determining secondary reference star positions (step 2). All cases are summarized in Table 8 .
The currently available IRS system has a density of ≈ 0.9 stars/degree 2 and a Catalog (AC) data in order to obtain proper motions, we assume a mean σran 1 = 50 mas for that catalog at the epoch of our data.
Systematic errors depending on magnitude are controlled with a diffraction grating at the astrographs. Preliminary results indicate magnitude terms on the order of 0 to 1 µm per 5 magnitudes, this is up to 20 mas/mag. The error on determining this term is about 2 mas/mag. This is a systematic error for a plate or field, which varies from field to field.
All cases 4 are based on a 1 deg 2 CCD frame. Cases 4b and 4c assume a mini-block adjustment of an area of ≈ 9 deg 2 . As can be seen from Table 8 , a considerable improvement will be gained from the Hipparcos catalog as compared to the current IRS. A further improvement can be obtained by using the Tycho catalog, but this means a tremendous effort on plate measuring and the availability of the AC in order to derive good proper motions to be combined with the original Tycho observations. This is only worth the effort if the systematic errors can be controlled to this level.
The CCD option is only competitive here when used with block adjustment techniques, at least in local fields. Because of the expected lower systematic errors, e.g. as a function of magnitude, this may be the way to go in the future. Such CCD observations could be based directly on Hipparcos stars with about the same precision as could be obtained from a Tycho-based solution, thus excluding possible systematic errors from the Tycho proper motions.
Position Accuracy of the Extragalactic Sources
With the algorithm as above and a typical internal precision of a CCD observation of σxy ≈ 15 mas and m = 2 observations per source, we have a random error for the optical position of an extragalactic source of σran Q ≈ 11 mas.
Random errors from the CCD observations of the link stars (secondary reference stars) are even smaller due to their brightness, a typical value is σ f it ≤ 10 mas. The largest error contribution here is the influence due to the atmosphere in case of the short exposure frames. According to Lindegren (1980) this amounts to σxy 3 ≈ 30 mas for a single exposure; with m 3 ≈ 4 we have according to Eq. (1) σran 3 ≈ 15 mas.
Let us assume a random error from the astrograph observations of a link star (secondary reference star) of σran 2 ≈ 70 mas. With n 2 ≈ 15 stars for that link between step 2 (secondary reference stars) and step 3 (CCD observations) we thus obtain according to Eq.
(2) a zeropoint error of σz 3 ≈ 20 mas. This strongly depends on the number of stars used and the epoch difference between the CCD and astrograph observations. Individual results of the precision and accuracy properties of the CCD observations can be found in Table 7 .
Putting everything together, and assuming σsys 2 ≈ σsys 3 ≈ 10 mas, we expect an accuracy of the optical position of an extragalactic object to be in the order of σ Q ≈ 30 mas plus σz 2 as discussed in the previous section, which is negligible in case of Hipparcos-catalog-based secondary reference stars (σz 2 ≈ 5 mas). When using the IRS catalog we have σz 2 ≈ 45 mas plus σsys 1 ≈ 100 mas. Individual estimates of σ Q (based on the Hipparcos catalog) are given in Table 7 for each object. Thus currently the largest error contribution comes from the primary system, the FK5, as represented by the IRS.
With the use of the Hipparcos results the largest error contribution comes from the weak link of the secondary reference stars to the CCD observations due to the small field of view of the CCD's and the relatively poor limiting magnitude of the secondary reference stars.
A large epoch difference between the secondary reference star and the QSO observations significantly increases the noise in this crucial step, regardless of any additional possible systematic errors indroduced by unknown proper motions.
Comparison to Other Investigations
Other major procedures for the position link of the radio and optical reference frame are the HST (Hubble Space Telescope) observations of selected pairs of Hipparcos stars and bright extragalactic candidates and the VLBI/VLA observations of Hipparcos radio stars.
The HST observations are of higher internal precision than our observations but are not so numerous (≈ 40 pairs) and depend on the absolute calibration of the FGS fields. The radio star approch is very precise and direct but is based only on less than 10 objects which are not well distributed over the sky.
Our approach contributes significantly to the link process and allows the important check to be made on possible systematic errors of the other methods.
The Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) will be helpful in order to densify the grid of secondary (and tertiary) reference stars in the galactic north pole region. The positional accuracy of the optical counterparts of the extragalactic radio sources from SDSS will be inferior to our observations due to shorter integration time.
Conclusions
The feasibility of this approach to the radio-optical reference frame link has been proven here using wide field CCD observations with the KPNO and CTIO 0.9 m telescopes.
The link to the primary reference star system, as represented by the Hipparcos catalog in the near future, is based entirely on photographic plates obtained with dedicated astrographs in both hemispheres. A deeper limiting magnitude and higher precision for the link stars is most important now, and CCD observations at the astrographs are in progress to provide more reference star positions. These observations will also provide an additional determination of possible magnitude-dependent systematic errors in the entire procedure.
The 0.9 m telescope CCD observations have acquired a huge amount of high precision optical observations of extragalactic sources within a short period of time. The precision for a single long exposure is in the range of 5 to 31 mas (average ≈ 15 mas) depending on the magnitude of the object. Field-dependent systematic errors exist on a 20 mas level, but they will be externally calibrated in the near future. A 20 mas precision level was reached previously with prime focus photography, but only for few objects per year at large telescopes.
With 3 more CCD runs we hope to complete observations at the 0.9 m telescopes for about 400 sources which would allow a position tie to the Hipparcos system on the 1 mas level.
In addition to the position information, a structure analysis of the optical counterparts is highly desirable. Because these objects have already been selected to be compact, the search for structure has to be made with much higher resolution than the 0.9 m ground-based telescopes can offer. Optical interferometry, adaptive optics or the HST are the only options at the moment. Currently our structure analysis is limited to identify suitable candidates for the link process, i.e. optical sources free of nearby disturbing foreground stars and galaxies.
After a sufficiently rigid link between the radio and optical systems has been established, our observations will be used to identify outliers which will have astrophysical implications about the nature of these compact extragalactic objects. The biggest advantage of our approach to the extragalactic reference frame link is the large number of sources involved. Observations can easily be maintained in the future from ground-based telescopes, providing also an epoch difference large enough for a proper motion tie of the Hipparcos system within the next decade. With only minor improvements and more observations a much higher precision and accuracy can be reached by this technique in the near future.
Position results of a large number of sources will be published after the Hipparcos catalog becomes available. No conclusions should be drawn from the positions published here based on the IRS system. When using a Hipparcos intermediate solution, as required for the Hipparcos Working Group on Reference Link, positional results with respect to the radio frame are in agreement with the error estimation given above.
Ultimately a space mission like FAME or GAIA (Perryman & van Leeuwen 1996) will provide optical positions for some (in case of FAME) or most (in case -32 -of GAIA) of these objects with an accuracy better than current VLBI radio observations.
Until then we will hopefully have a much better understanding of the astrophysical and astrometric properties of these objects in order to be able to concentrate on the most suitable candidates for a reference frame. 
